Abstract�Subjects were asked to compare the salience of different targets in a texture array. Elements that popped out from local differences in orientation or motion were compared with texture elements that popped out from luminance because they were brighter than all other elements in the pattern. The luminance of a comparison target that produced an equal preference rating for both targets was taken as a direct measure of the salience of the target under test. Saliency matches were made for targets in different background conditions; orientation and motion defined targets were tested in separate experiments. The data show that the salience of pop-out targets does not linearly increase with increasing orientation or motion contrast but reveals nonlinear properties from threshold and saturation effects. With increasing variation of background elements, target salience decreases continuously. Already small variations in background texture make a given target appear less compelling than when presented on a homogeneous background. The data also show that orientation and motion properties behave very similarly in these aspects and suggest that a similar neuronal mechanism may underly pop-out in both visual dimensions.
INTRODUCTION
A line among other lines is immediately detected ('pops out') when it differs from its neighbors in either orientation or movement, or any of a few other properties such as color, disparity, or size (cf. Treisman, 1986) . Recent experiments have revealed that this perceptual phenomenon is not primarily based on the properties of the target line itself (i.e. its orientation, motion, or color) but also depends on the stimulus properties of non-target elements in the display (cf. Duncan and Humphreys, 1989; Wolfe and Friedman-Hill, 1992) . In particular, the elements next to the target were found to dramatically influence its popping out. For example, lines that are embedded in a continuous flow of orientations are difficult to detect, whereas lines with a local orientation contrast are readily seen (Moraglia, 1989; Nothdurft, 1991 Nothdurft, , 1992 . A possible explanation for this phenomenon might be that lines displaying locally high orientation contrast to their neighbors evoke stronger responses than lines surrounded by lines at similar orientations. This has been found for a considerable number of cells in the primate visual cortex (Knierim and Van Essen, 1992 ) and would also explain many visual phenomena in pop-out and texture segmentation (Nothdurft, 1991) . Another explanation would be that line orientations of texture elements are analysed for continuous visual flow and that discontinuities in this pattern are instantaneously detected and thus pop out. Line continuation seems to be an important parameter in many visual phenomena (Or and Zucker, 1989; Zucker et al., 1989; Nothdurft, 1992; Polat and Sagi, 1992) and aligned elements are readily detected from even random line displays (Beck et al., 1989; Field et al., 1993) . Although the two views are, to some extent, indistinguishable from each other, several observations suggest co-operation from both mechanisms. On the one hand, pop-out and segmentation effects are obtained for orientation differences (e.g., 20 deg) which still can be seen as continuous visual flow in other patterns. This suggests contributions from a second mechanism, most likely based on local orientation contrast (cf. Nothdurft, 1992) . On the other hand, line continuation and alignment effects are able to modify the course of a texture border and add to effects from orientation contrast by modulating segmentation at contrast settings near threshold (Nothdurft, 1992) or in random distributions of oriented line elements (Field et al., 1993) .
Experiments studying segmentation and pop-out on non-homogeneous backgrounds revealed some interesting observations. Even from textures with a continuous orientation shift between elements, pop-out and the percept of texture borders are readily achieved provided the local orientation contrast of the target or the texture border is well above the overall variation in background orientation (Nothdurft, 1991 (Nothdurft, , 1992 . However, pop-out and borders seem to be weaker in such patterns and target or border orientation contrast has to be increased, when background variation is enlarged, in order for these perceptual phenomena still to be produced. For orientation shifts of more than 30 deg between neighboring background elements, neither a texture bar nor a single target at maximum orientation contrast (i.e. 90 deg) are reliably detected. If pop-out and segmentation were based on local orientation contrast, such an effect would not be astonishing. For large overall variations in orientation, not only the targets but also the background elements themselves display an increased orientation contrast to their neighbors and hence produce stronger responses than when surrounded by similar lines. As a consequence, the target response would be only a little larger, if at all, than the response to the neighboring lines, and hence the signal-to-noise ratio might be insufficient to detect the target merely on the basis of locally increased response activity. On the other hand, visual flow analysis would also predict target indetectability if continuation analysis were rendered difficult for orientation differences larger than 30 deg between neighboring elements and discontinuities would therefore hardly be seen.
Comparison of these and other models would benefit from a more quantitative measure of the relative conspicuousness of pop-out targets. Do targets decrease in salience when they are embedded in a line array with an increased variation in orientation or movement of the elements? Or does the interruption of the local flow pattern always cause a diverging line to pop out with the same strength? From threshold measurements, there are no obvious differences in target detection whether a line is surrounded by homogeneous or slightly different texture elements. Both conditions require a similar deviation from the local orientation (or motion) flow for a target to pop out (Nothdurft, 1993) . Only when background variation is strongly increased does the target need to display strongly increased feature contrast in order to pop out, as would be predicted from both an increased difficulty in evaluation of continuous flow structures from such patterns as well as from simple noise effects in terms of local feature contrast. Noise effects,
